
Carnets du Vertige. Louis Lachenal. Editions Guérin: Chamonix, 1996. Profusely illustrated 
with black-and-white photographs, maps, sketches. 378 pages. 324 French francs.

M ichel Guérin, a new Chamonix-based editor specializing in mountain books, has print
ed an edition o f Lachenal’s original Carnets du Vertige. This edition tells a greater, more inti
mate, more detailed story than the earlier published version, which was much-condensed for rea
sons the following review will illuminate.

In this edition the accounts of Lachenal’s early years remain unchanged, but we discover 
many new words and feelings regarding his Annapurna ascent. We learn that all team members 
had to sign a contract before leaving for Nepal; in fact, the Fedération Française de la 
Montagne (FFM) owned all the rights to photographs and writing— and nobody was allowed to 
speak publicly about the expedition except the team leader, Maurice Herzog, under the super
vision of Lucien Devies (then president of FFM). Rebuffat was even searched for rolls of film 
on the way back home by Marcel Ichac.



Other previously unknown stories also emerge here. On the final push, Herzog and Lachenal 
rope together (why? Lachenal was Terray’s regular team-mate). When they encountered really 
bad conditions the controversy occurred: should they go up or down? Herzog wanted to go up 
(it was his day); Lachenal wanted to go down (his feet were freezing). But there was no way 
Lachenal would let Herzog continue upward, alone, in such terrible conditions. Were Herzog to 
continue alone and never return (as was probable), nobody would forgive Lachenal. Therefore, 
his choices were these: continue up with Herzog and lose his feet, or go down alone and in defi
ance of the rule of the mountain guide— that one does not abandon the client. Lachenal’s choice 
was frightening and his words, “The French youngsters do not own my feet,” proved wrong and 
bespoke the tragedy that followed. In fact, Herzog’s decision was made in error, and Lachenal 
paid the price. Lachenal realized at that moment that his career as a climber was taking a sharp 
turn to nowhere— that he would never be the same.

A few years ago, upon meeting Marcel Schatz, he let me know how disappointing the 
Annapurna experience, with the tremendous stress the team members were under and the negli
gible return for his efforts toward the expedition, had been for him. The same feelings were 
expressed in Lionel Terray’s Conquistadors o f  the Useless and in the recent Rebuffat biography, 
Une Vie pour la Montagne, by Yves Ballu. Having experienced many years of frustration during 
World War II, these climbers had every expectation of enjoying the accomplishments of the 
expedition, but that was not to be the case. Almost all of the team members wrote their stories 
on small carnets, but, tied up by the FFM, these were preciously stored at home.

This book is marvelous and beautifully made, with many photographs enlightening the writ
ing (always the case in a Michel Guérin edition*). Lachenal’s words here are sure; there’s no 
cheating, and no blah-blah. Even if the royalties had been paid to Lachenal’s widow, the previ
ous editions of Lachenal’s carnets had actually been rewritten by Gerard Herzog (M aurice’s 
brother) under the supreme guidance of Lucien Devies. Lachenal’s original notes would have 
been much too rough and considered a poor influence upon the emerging generation of young 
French climbers whom it undoubtedly would have influenced.

At the time of the Annapurna expedition, the French had never been to Everest, and the suc
cess of the expedition was considered essential to the reputation o f French climbers in the inter
national climbing community. As the first 8000-meter peak to be climbed, this expedition opened 
the door to the future. Despite poor equipment and lack of medical knowledge of high-altitude 
and physiological problems, Lucien Devies wanted a perfect expedition with a perfect conclu
sion. These goals were almost achieved— but the individual amputations were an awfully high 
price to pay for the success of the team.

What is marvelous about this Lachenal book, and what was totally unknown but to a few rel
atives of the climbers, is the untold story behind a great adventure. I am sorry we had to wait so 
long for the true story. All around us we can see the damage done by false information. We have 
an obligation to tell our children the truth of our days. We don’t have to be afraid of it.

Pa t r ic k  B a r t h e

'Guérin has also published a very elegant, lavishly illustrated, French language edition of 
Steve Roper’s Camp 4: Recollections o f Yosemite Rockclimber.— D.S.


